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It is known that if a bounded sequence does not converge there are

regular matrix methods which limit it to various values. It is thus

pertinent to ask whether there is a collection SI of regular matrix

methods which are consistent and such that every bounded sequence

is limited by at least one method in the collection. No examples of

such collections seem to have been published.

We define such a collection of methods and discuss its relation to

other possible collections.1 The problem of finding all such collections

seems to be extremely difficult.

A collection 21 of methods is consistent if for every A £21, B £21,

and bounded {sn} which is limited by both A and B, we have

A lining sn=B limn,M sn. We consider the collection 21 of all methods

A = (am„) such that:

1. A is regular.

2. A is positive; i.e., am„^0 for all m, n.

3. For every m, there is a k(m) such that amk(m) = 1/2, and for every

« there is an m such that n = k(m); i.e., the number 1/2 appears at

least once in each row and in each column of A.

Lemma 1. The collection 21 is consistent.

Proof. Let {sn} be a bounded sequence, let A£21, and suppose

A lirn,^«, 5n exists. We show that A lim,,,,,, sn = (u+l)/2, where

M=lim sup«,«, sn and ¿ = lim inf„_M sn. For, let {«„} and {«„' } be in-

creasing sequences for which limn,«, snu = l and limn,« sn>ß = u. Let

{/„} be the A transform of {sn}. Define ra„ and mM' so that k(mß) = «M

and k(m') =«„', for p = \, 2, • • • . Then

v- l
lim tm¡t = lim    ¿Li  am„nSn + —
(i-"° f-*"    n?änM 2

^                  /        u + l
^ lim    2^ a>»M»M + "T «6 —-

M-"°    n¡tn¡i 2 2
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Similarly, lim,,.« tm> ̂ (u+l)/2. Hence, if {sn} is A limitable, then

A limn,„ sn = (u+l)/2. This shows that 21 is consistent.

Lemma 2. For every bounded {sn} there is an A <E St such that {sn}

is limited by A.

Proof. For every m, there are Ci^O, cä^0, ci+c2 = l/2, such that

limm_«, (sm/2+CiU+dl) = (m+Z)/2. We define A as follows:

omm = 1/2 for all m,

am„m = ci where   | s„m — u |   < \/m and nm > m,

a-mn'm = Ci where  | sn>m — I \   < i/m and n'm > m,

Omn = 0 for n 9* m, nm, nm.

Then ^4G2I and {sn} is A limitable.

We now have:

Theorem 1. The collection SI is consistent and every bounded {s„} is

limited by at least one A £21.

We shall designate this limit by SI lim„_«, s„.

Theorem 2. For any regular matrix C, there is a consistent collection

33 of regular matrix methods, all consistent with C, which limit all

bounded sequences.

Proof. Let 33 consist of all B =AC, ,4 G SI.

The collection 21 in Theorem 1 is such that SI Iim„_«, sn = (u+l)/2,

where ¿ = lim inf„_«, s„ and w = lim sup«..« sn. It is natural to ask

whether, for every consistent collection 33, which limits all bounded

sequences, there is a function/(/, u) such that S3 limn..« sn=f(l, u).

That this is false follows from Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. There is a consistent collection S3 which limits all

bounded sequences such that for every f (I, u) there is a bounded {sn} with

S3 lim,,..«, sn9*f(l, u).

Proof. Let the matrix C of Theorem 2 be the Cesàro (C, 1) method

and let {sn} = {l, 0, 1, 0, • • • } and {/„} = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, • • • }.
Then /(/, u) is the same for both {sn} and {tn}, but S3 lim„ „«, j„ = 1 /2

and S3 Iim«..«, ¿„ = 1/3.
In contrast to this, we have:

Theorem 3. If 31 is any collection of consistent methods which limits

all bounded sequences, and if the 31 limit is given by a function f(l, u),

then f (I, u) = (u+l)/2.
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Proof. Suppose 21 and/(/, u) satisfy the conditions of the theorem.

Let {sn} = {1, 0, 1, 0, • • • } and suppose {sn} is limited by A£21

to the value k. Then, for every w^O, {usn} = {u, 0, u, 0, • • • } is

limited by A to the value ku. Suppose u¿:l. Since the sequences

{u — I, 0, u — I, 0, • • • } and {l, I, I, • ■ • } are limited by A to the

values k(u—l) and /, respectively, the sequence {u, I, u, I, • • • }

is limited by A to the value k(u — l)+l = ku+(l—k)l. Hence/(/, u)
= ku + (l-k)l.

It remains for us to show that k = 1/2. We write A = (amn) and ob-

serve that the A limit of {s„} = {l, 0, 1, 0, • • • } is given by

limm,M 23n°=iöm,sn-i=^i so that the A limit of {/„} = {0, 1, 0, 1, ■ • • }

is given by lim^_„ XXi am,2„ = l— k. But, A limn,« tn = ku + (l—k)l

= k, so that 1— k = k and k = \/2.

We wish to remark in closing that Theorem 2 indicates the diffi-

culty of determining all consistent collections which limit all bounded

sequences. In particular, we may ask the following question: If 21 is a

consistent collection of regular matrix methods, is there a consistent

collection 58 such that 93D2Í and every bounded sequence is limited

by at least one 5£S8?
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